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Abstract 
Rim, H. and H. Lee, The Euler characteristic of a certain class of projectively flat manifolds, 
Topology and its Applications 4@ (1991) 195-201. 
The Euler characteristic of a projectively flat manifold whose developing image lies in an a&e 
subspace of the n-dimensional real projective space is shown to be zero when its fundamental 
group is amenable, using a polyhedral Gauss-Bonnet formula. 
Keywords: Euler characteristic, projectively flat manifold, affinely flat manifold, polyhedral 
Gauss-Bonnet formula. 
AMS (MC&) Subj. Class.: 57R20. 
A smooth manifold is projectively (affinely respectively) fla 
of coordinate charts whose coordinate transition maps are project 
tively) transformations. We will call such a manifold projective (a 
in short and such coordinate charts geometric throughout he paper. 
a projective manifold is an example of so called (G, X)-ma 
and G = P Gl(n + 1, W). (See [13] and [S] for ( 
folds, take X = IE” = the n-dimensional Euclidean 
G=A(n)=R” >a Gl(n,R)=the group of 
affine manifolds can be viewe 
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me vanishing of Euler characteristic of closed affine manifolds has long been 
conjectured [ $11,121 and there has been a significant amount of efforts by various 
authors to resolve the conjecture. In Dimension two, Benzecri was the first to prove 
the vanishing of Euler characteristic 121. Shortly after that, Milnor generalized his 
result by showing that a two-dimensional oriented vector bundle over a surface of 
genus g possesses a flat connection iff [ll] 
/Euler number of this bundle1 < g. 
Note that all the closed surfaces admit a projective structure via the standard 
geometric structure of constant curvature and consequently the conjecture does not 
hold in general for a projective manifold. 
For a complete compact affine manifold, Kostant and Sullivan settled the conjec- 
ture affirmatively [lo], completing the earlier result of Auslander for a reducible 
affine manifold case [ 11. For the other extreme case where a compact afine manifold 
is hyperbolic, it is also known that the Euler characteristic is zero. (See [8,9].) 
For a general closed affine manifold M which is not necessarily complete, Hirsch 
and Thurston proved the conjecture when the fundamental group of A4 is amenable 
[ 71. (In fact, they proved for more general class of groups.) The Euler characteristic 
does not have to be zero for a projective macifold M as we saw in the case of 
closed surfaces. However, if the fundamental group of A4 is a;tnenable and the 
developing image of M lies in an affine space, then the vanishing of Euler characteris- 
tic is shown in this paper. As a corollary, we recapture the above result of Hirsch 
and Thurston for affine case. This also shows immediately that the fundamental 
group of a compact hyperbolic space form cannot be amenable as already observed 
in [7]. 
The technique we are employing is a version of a polyhedral Gauss-Bonnet 
formula. This formula is combinatorial in nature and elementary, but it turns out 
to be conceptually very effective, especially when coupled with a generalized e 
Gua’s formula. We believe it certainly deserves further study for the applications 
to other (G, X)-structures as well as affine or projective geometries. 
yhedral Gauss- 
In this section, we will establish a Gauss-Bonnet formula for a geometric triangula- 
tion by modifying the formula given by E. Bloch [3]. First we fix some notations. 
Let 0” be an n-dimensional affine simplex in the n-dimensional Euclidean space 
IE” and C# < a” denote an i-dimensional face vi of u”. We define a solid angle 
cu( ai, on) of ci in C” as the volume of the subset of the unit (n - l)-sphere centered 
at a point in ui which is cut out by (n - 1) -dimensional hyperplanes determined by 
the (n - l)-dimensional faces of u” containing u’, and let a( a”, u”) = V”-’ = 
vol(S”-‘). 
The notion of an angle may be generalized on other types of geometric simplex 
if it is well defined: for instance, a geo esic simplex in a space of constant curvature. 
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Suppose a closed manifold M” has a suitable geometric structure aKo a geometric 
triangulation where for each pair c# c ~9 in the triangulation, LY(o-~, 8) is well 
defined. Let 
S(u’) = .c a(ui, an), 
u’<uR 
where the summation is taken over all n-dimensional simplices of containing 
u’. We define an angle deviation d(v) at a vertex v and a quantity k( on) for a 
maximal dimensional simplex u” by the following formulas: 
* (-l)i 
d(“)=i;oi+l c w--S(d) 
VEJ 
and 
k(u”)= t (-l)i ,C a(d, d’), 
i=O ,ckun 
where V”-’ is the volume of the standard (n - I)-sphere. 
If M2 is a polyhedron in lE3, 
d(v)=2?r- c a(v,u2) 
llEr_r2 
and this angle deviation can be thought of as the curvature concentrated at a vertex 
v, and 
k(u2)= C a(u”,u2)-n=O. 
Co<* 2 
In general, k(u2) is a total curvature of u2 if u2 is a geodesic triangle in a space of 
constant curvature. 
For a Euclidean simplex un in IE”, we have the following classical theorem called 
a generalized e Gua’s formula, and a proof can be found in [6]. 
If un is an afine simplex in IE”, then k(u”) = 0. 
Now we state a polyhedral Gauss-Bonnet formula for a geometric triangulation 
as follows. 
Let M” be a closed manifold with a geometric structure an 
triangulation so that the angle a( ui, a”) is defined. 
C d(v)+ C k(u”)= V”-‘x( 
VEM fT”EM 
where c,i, M means that the std ation is taken over 
the triangulation. 
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c d(v)= i c c pJv”‘-S(d)) 
VEM i=O UE M UEu~ 
= i c (i+l)~(vn-‘-s(ui)) 
i=O U'EM 
=iio c (_W”-‘- ; c (-l)‘S(a’) 
- U’EM i=o aiE ,&,, 
=x(M). V”--‘- c i ,I (-l)‘cu(ai,a”) 
anEM i=o u’<ffn 
where the second term follows from the equality &EM Cgicun = CwnEM Cu&,n and 
is the desired I&,,,., k(a”). q 
emark 2.3. Note that the above proof is just a rearrangement of angle terms 
a( oi, a”) for conceptual convenience and any geometric meaning of a( cri, 8) is 
not really used in the proof, and hence we can assign anything in place of a! ( (zi, 0”) 
and still get the same conclusion. 
Remark 2.4. For a manifold M with boundary aM, we can easily modify the 
definition of d(u) for a vertex t, E 3M so that d(u) measures the angle deviation 
from flatness at v in an obvious sense. In this case, we obtain the following formula: 
c d(v)+ C kb”) = V”-‘(x( M) -&(aM)). 
V un 
3. Applications 
From Theorem 2.2, it follows immediately that the Euler characteristic of 
Euclidean flat manifold M vanishes as is well known since both d(v) and k(8) 
vanish for all v and CT”. By exactly the same reasoning, we obtain the following. 
Theorem 3.1. Zf M is a closed similarity manifold, then x(M) = 6. 
A similarity manifold is an affine manifold whose coordinate transition maps 
consist of similarities in Euclidean space, and hence the notion of an zngle is well 
defined as in the Euclidean flat case. This theorem also follows from the topological 
characterization of similarity manifolds or from the fact that an incomplete closed 
similarity manifold is radiant. (See [4] for the details.) But the above discussion 
gives a direct explanation from the simple geometric point of view that the curvature 
vanishes at every vertex and maximal dimension81 simplex in M. 
If the notion of an angle were well defined for an affine or projective manifold 
M, then one could again apply Theorem 2.2 to obtain the vanishing of Euler 
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characteristic as above. Since the angle is not defined in this case, the idea is to use 
the average of angles that appeared in a developing image of M under the assumption 
of amenability of ml 
A developing map 1) is a local isomorphism of the universal cover nfr of a 
(G, X)-manifold M into the model space X, starting from any geomPztric coordinate 
chart and extend this map along a path with a geometric oordinate cover of the 
path using the appropriate coordinate transition maps. This development does not 
depend on the homotopy of the path and hence is well defined o is the universal 
cover of A4 In this case, ?r,M action on fi corresponds to a holor50my action on 
the developing image D(6), that is, D: ( wcT1 M, I@) + (H, X) is equiv 
H = +( mlM) is the holonomy group with respect to D and C#J r vl 
holonomy homomorphism. (See [ 131 for more details.) 
Let A..” be a projective manifold whose developing image lies in an afine 
subspace of VW’. Then x(M) = 0 if the holonomy group is amenable. Therefore this 
holds if q M is amenable. 
roof. First note that we can always give a geometric triangulation on : For 
instance, start with any smooth triangulation on M and we may assume that each 
simplex lies in a geometric oordinate chart of M by subdividing further if necessary. 
Then in each coordinate, straighten faces to obtain an affine triangulation. Note 
that the straightening process does not depend on the choice of geometric harts. 
Let D: fi + A” be a developing map into an affine subspace A” of IWP”, with a 
holonomy homomorphism #?I : q M + P Gl( n + 1,R). Let H = $j( VT, 
mes an equivariant map. For each pair a’ c a” in the 
choose and fix any of the developing images of liftings 
of CT’ < on and denote it by sk c s,” .Then any other image can be written as h (s:, so”) 
for some h E H and we define an angle function &i, ,,n) : +R by f;,i,,+h)= 
cu(h(s;, so”)) = a(h(s;), h(s,“)). 
Let m be a left-invariant mean of the amenable group H. By Remark 2.3, the 
Gauss-Bonnet formula holds for m&i, LTnI) instead of using cy(gi, a”). NOW we 
want to show k(8) = 0 and d(v) = 0 for each gfl and v. 
Consider any developing image sn of a”. For each p s’ < sn corresponding to 
ai < Q”, (II( si, s”) =Joi, ,n,( ht,i, & for a suitable h(,i, Sn) E which sends (~6, SE) onto 
( si, s”). Since sn is an affine simplex, 




= c (s’, s”) l .&ri, w, 
i=O s(.--sll 
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where e is the identity in H and h l f denotes the canonical left action of H on 
f: H+lR defined by @*f)(x) =f(xh). 
Now C;+,&<sn (-+&,i,Sn) l J;rr’./) g ( ) = 0, for any g E H since this is just the 
de Gua’s formula applied to g(s”). (See Fig. 1.) This shows that 
cc (qih(,i , p) *j&i * a”): H+lR 
is a zero function and we have 
0 = rn(CC (-lJi&si . S”) l _&&rn,) 
= cc WM&ri, CP)) 
= k(o”). 
The same argument as above shows d(u) = 0 for every vertex v, simply observing 
that the de Gua’s formula in the above discussion is replaced by the fact that the 
angle deviation at each of D-images of v is zero. Note also that m is linear and 
m(l)=l. c3 
Fig. 1 
orolllary (Hirsch and Thurston). If M is a closed afine manifold with WI M amenable, 
/y(M) =o. 
All the discussions o far do not depend on a particular nature of cy(cri, 0”) and 
we can freely use any other measure on the sphere S”-’ to define an angle c#, u”). 
If there exists a measure on S”-’ (viewed as a space of rays) which is invariant 
under the canonical action of linear holonomy, then the notion of an angle is well 
defined without assuming the amenability and the Euler characteristic vanishes for 
such an afine manifold. This observation is parallel to that of [7]. If we have any 
geometric notion other than angle which measures the flatness at a vertex and on 
the maximal dimensional simplex, the same argument will go throug 
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Incidentally, an even-dimensional hyperbolic manifold is a special case of a 
projective manifold appearing in Theorem 3.2 with nonzero Euler characteristic and 
hence its fundamental group cannot be amenable, as is observed in [7]. 
We would like to thank the referee for making careful corrections of a few 
expressions in our original version. 
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